We make a systematic study of filtrations of a free group F defined as products of powers of the lower central series of F . Under some assumptions on the exponents, we characterize these filtrations in terms of the group algebra, the Magnus algebra of non-commutative power series, and linear representations by upper-triangular unipotent matrices. These characterizations generalize classical results of Grün, Magnus, Witt, and Zassenhaus from the 1930s, as well as later results on the lower p-central filtration and the p-Zassenhaus filtrations. We derive alternative recursive definitions of such filtrations, extending results of Lazard. Finally, we relate these filtrations to Massey products in group cohomology.
Introduction
Given a group G, we denote its lower central filtration by G .n;0/ , n D 1; 2; : : : . Thus G .1;0/ D G and G .nC1;0/ D OEG .n;0/ ; G for n 1. Let F D F X be the free group on a finite basis X. Classical results from the 1930s give the following three alternative descriptions of F .n;0/ .
(I) 0 Power series description ( [19, p. 111] ): Let ZhhXii be the ring of all formal power series over the set X of non-commuting variables and with coefficients in Z. Let d Z be the ideal in ZhhXii generated by X , and define the Magnus homomorphism Z W F ! ZhhXii by Z .x/ D 1 C x for x 2 X . Then
(II) 0 Group algebra description ( [19, 31] ): F .n;0/ D F \ .1 C c n Z /, where c Z is the augmentation ideal in the group algebra ZOEF .
(III) 0 Description by unipotent matrices ( [11] ; see also [18] ): F .n;0/ is the intersection of all kernels of homomorphisms F ! U n .Z/, where U n .Z/ is the group of all upper-triangular unipotent n n matrices over Z (this is somewhat implicit in Grün's paper, and we refer to Röhl [25] for a more modern exposition, where this is shown for lower-triangular matrices).
For a detailed history of these results see [2] . These descriptions of F .n;0/ have natural analogs in the context of free profinite groups, where one considers free profinite groups, complete group rings, and continuous homomorphisms.
Next, for a prime number p, one defines the lower p-central filtration G .n;p/ , n D 1; 2; : : : ; of a group G by
.G .i;0/ / p n i :
Alternatively, it has the following inductive definition [23, Proposition 3.8.6]:
G .1;p/ D G; G .nC1;p/ D .G .n;p/ / p OEG .n;p/ ; G for n 1:
For a free group F D F X this filtration has the following analogs of (I) 0 -(III) 0 :
(I) p As shown by Skopin [27] (for p ¤ 2) and Koch [13] , F .n;p/ D 1 Z .1 C .pZhhXii C d Z / n /:
(II) p By a result of Koch [14, Theorem 7.14] (who however works in a pro-p context), F .n;p/ D F \ .1 C .pZOEF C c Z / n /:
(III) p F .n;p/ is the intersection of all kernels of homomorphisms
where 1 Ä d Ä n 1 (Mináč and Tân [20, Section 2]); alternatively, F .n;p/ is the intersection of all kernels of homomorphisms F ! G.n; p/, where G.n; p/ is the group of all upper-triangular unipotent n n-matrices .c ij / over Z=p n Z such that c ij 2 p j i Z=p n Z for every i Ä j (see [6] ).
A third well-studied filtration of a group G of a similar nature is the p-Zassenhaus filtration G .n;p/ , n D 1; 2; : : : ; where p is a prime number (see [32] ). Here
.G .i;0/ / p dlog p .n= i /e D Y ip j n .G .i;0/ / p j :
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G .1;p/ D G; G .n;p/ D .G .dn=pe;p/ / p Y i Cj Dn OEG .i;p/ ; G .j;p/ for n 2:
For this filtration one has the following analogs of (I) 0 -(III) 0 :
(I) p In the pro-p case
where F p W F ! F p hhXii and d F p are defined similarly to (I) 0 (see Morishita [22, Section 8.3] ), Vogel [29, Theorem 2.19 (ii) ], or [7, Proposition 6.2] ).
(II) p One has G .n;p/ D G \ .1 C c n F p /; where c F p denotes the augmentation ideal in the group F p -algebra F p OEG of G. This was proved by Jennings and Brauer [12, Theorem 5.5 ] for a finite p-group G, and was extended to arbitrary groups by Lazard [16, Corollary 6.10] (see also Quillen [24, Theorem 2.4] ).
(III) p The subgroup F .n;p/ is the intersection of all kernels of homomorphisms F ! U n .F p /, in both the discrete and profinite contexts (see [7, Theorem A], [6, Example 6.4] , and [20, Theorem 2.6 (a)]).
In this paper we investigate systematically general filtrations of free groups, obtained as products of powers of the lower central series. We develop a general framework for studying such filtrations, and prove structure theorems which contain most of the above-mentioned facts as special cases.
More specifically, given a map eW ¹.n; i/ 2 Z 2 j 1 Ä i Ä nº ! Z 0 we consider the subgroups Q n i D1 .F .i;0/ / e.n;i/ of F . We also consider the ideal 
Finally, in Sections 6-8 we study inductive definitions of the above subgroups Q n i D1 .G .i;0/ / e.n;i/ , as we had for the motivating examples G .n;0/ , G .n;p/ , G .n;p/ . After developing some general machinery in Section 6, we generalize in Section 7 the inductive definition of the lower central series G .n;0/ , and lower p-central series G .n;p/ , to the following situation: for a sequence A D .a i / 1 i D1 of nonnegative integers we define the A-filtration G .n;A/ , n D 1; 2; : : : ; of G by G .1;A/ D G; G .nC1;A/ D .G .n;A/ / a n OEG .n;A/ ; G for n 1.
We then prove in Theorem 7.4 that
where e.n; i/ is the gcd of all products of n i elements from a 1 ; : : : ; a n 1 (and e.n; n/ D 1). Note that taking a i D 0 or a i D p for every i , recovers the inductive definitions of G .n;0/ ; G .n;p/ , respectively. In Section 8 we use the general machinery of Section 6 to extend Lazard's description of the p-Zassenhaus filtration, by showing that for a p-power q one has
where the q-Zassenhaus filtration G .n;q/ is defined inductively by
Finally, in Section 9 we investigate these filtrations from a cohomological viewpoint, and relate them to Massey products in H 2 . As a new contribution to the classical theory of Magnus, Witt and Zassenhaus, we apply our techniques to compute the subgroup of H 2 .F=F .n;0/ ; Z/ generated by the n-fold Massey products corresponding to words in the alphabet X. Specifically, we show that it is a free Filtrations of free groups 409 Z-module whose rank is the necklace function of n and jXj; see Corollary 9.4 for details.
While throughout the paper we work in the context of discrete groups, many of our main results have quite straightforward profinite analogs. The study of such filtrations in the profinite context has become increasingly interesting in recent years in infinite Galois theory -see for instance [1, 3, 8, 9, 20, 21, 28, 29 ].
Graded Lie algebras
We fix a set X . For a commutative unital ring R let RhX i be the free associative R-algebra on X, i.e., the algebra of non-commuting polynomials in elements of X and with coefficients in R. It is graded by total degree, and we denote by RhXi .n/ its homogenous component of degree n. Thus RhXi Š L 1 nD0 RhX i .n/ as additive groups. We also consider the ring
When X is finite, RhhX ii is the ring of formal power series over the set X of noncommuting variables and coefficients in R. Given˛2 RhX i or˛2 RhhXii, we denote the homogenous component of˛of degree n by˛. n/ .
Let d R D hXi be the ideal in RhhXii generated by X. We observe:
kD0˛k is a well-defined element of 1 C d R , and is the unique two-sided inverse of 1 ˛. Consequently, if a Â d R is an ideal of RhhXii, then 1 C a is a subgroup of RhhXii .
As with any associative algebra, we consider RhXi and RhhX ii also as Lie R-algebras with the Lie brackets OE˛;ˇ D˛ˇ ˇ˛. This makes RhXi a graded Lie R-algebra.
Let L X;R be the free Lie R-algebra on X. It has a natural grading [26, p. 19] , and we denote the nth homogenous component of L X;R by L .n/ X;R . The universal property of L X;R gives rise to a natural graded Lie algebra homomorphism R W L X;R ! RhXi which is the identity on X . The algebra RhXi may be identified with the universal algebra of the Lie algebra L X;R via this map, and L X;R is a free R-module [26, Part I, Chapter IV, Theorem 4.2 (1) and (3)]. Now let F D F X be the free group on the basis X , and F .n;0/ , n D 1; 2; : : : ; its lower central filtration of F (see the Introduction). The quotients F .n;0/ =F .nC1;0/ are commutative. Therefore we have a graded Z-module
F .n;0/ =F .nC1;0/ : Moreover, the commutator map induces on gr.F / a structure of a graded Lie Z-algebra. The identity map on X induces a graded Lie algebra homomorphism L X;Z ! gr.F /. It is surjective in degree 1, and by induction, in all degrees (in fact, it is an isomorphism [26, Part I, Chapter IV, Theorem 6.1]).
We write ROEF for the group R-algebra of F D F X . Let c R be its augmentation ideal, i.e., the ideal generated by all elements of the form g 1 with g 2 F . We identify F as a subset of ROEF .
For every x 2 X the element 1 C x of RhhXii is invertible, by Lemma 2.1. Let
be the Magnus homomorphism. It extends canonically to an R-algebra homomorphism R W ROEF ! RhhXii. We note that
There are inclusions
For R D Z, the classical results of Magnus and Witt ([18, 19, 31] ) show that these are equalities: 
where the right homomorphism is given by 7 ! R . / ˝1 C 1˝ .
Proof. By (2.4), this cokernel coincides with the cokernel ZhXi= Z .L X;Z / of Z . By the exact sequence (2.5), the latter cokernel is a submodule of the torsion-free Z-module ZhXi˝Z ZhXi. Hence it is also torsion-free.
Proof. The case R D Z follows from Lemma 2.3. The case where R is a field follows from the general structure theory of R-linear spaces.
3 Multiplicatively descending maps Definition 3.1. We say that a map
is multiplicatively descending if it satisfies the following conditions:
(i) e.n; n/ D 1 for every n,
(ii) e.n; i/ 2 e.n; i C 1/Z for every 1 Ä i < n.
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Example 3.2. The trivial multiplicatively descending map is defined by e.n; i/ D 0 for 1 Ä i < n; and e.n; n/ D 1:
We define a multiplicatively descending map by setting for 1 Ä i < n,
a jˇJ Â ¹1; 2; : : : ; n 1º; jJ j D n i ³ ;
and setting e.n; n/ D 1.
Example 3.4. In the previous example take the constant sequence .a/ 1 i D1 , where a is a non-negative integer. We obtain that e.n; i / D a n i is a multiplicatively descending map. For a D 0 (and e.n; n/ D 1) this recovers the trivial multiplicatively descending map.
Example 3.5. Let t be a positive integer and p a prime number. For integers 1 Ä i Ä n, let j.n; i / D dlog p . n i /e. Then e.n; i / D p tj.n;i/ is a multiplicatively descending map. Indeed, condition (i) is immediate, and condition (ii) follows from j.n; i/ j.n; i C 1/. Definition 3.6. We call a multiplicatively descending map e binomial if for every positive integers n; i; l such that l Ä e.n; i/ and i l Ä n one has e.n;i/ l 2 e.n; i l/Z.
For example, the trivial multiplicatively descending map is clearly binomial. A useful way to verify this property in more involved situations is given by the next lemma. For a prime number p let v p be the p-adic valuation on Z.
Lemma 3.7. Let e be a multiplicatively descending map satisfying the following condition:
(iii) For every positive integers n; i; r and a prime number p such that ip r Ä n, if v p .e.n; i// r, then v p .e.n; i // r v p .e.n; ip r //.
Then e is binomial.
Proof. Let n; i; l be as in Definition 3.6. It suffices to show that for every prime number p, v p e.n; i / l !! v p .e.n; i l//:
To this end let r D v p .l/ and s D v p .e.n; i//.
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When s < r we have ip s < ip r Ä il Ä n, so by (iii) (with r replaced by s), v p .e.n; ip s // D 0. As ip s < il, (ii) implies that v p .e.n; il// D 0, and (3.1) holds.
Next suppose that s r.
As ip r Ä i l Ä n, conditions (iii), and (ii), respectively, therefore give v p e.n; i/ l !! s r v p .e.n; ip r // v p .e.n; i l// in this case as well.
Example 3.8. The map of Example 3.3 is binomial. Indeed, consider a sequence .a i / n i D1 of non-negative integers, a prime number p, and 1 Ä i Ä n 1. We first show that if v p .e.n; i// 1, then v p .e.n; i C 1// < v p .e.n; i //:
Indeed, there exists a subset J of ¹1; 2; : : : ; n 1º of size n i such that
:
Iterating this, we obtain that if v p .e.n; i // r 0 and i C r Ä n, then v p .e.n; i// r v p .e.n; i C r//: By (ii), this implies that v p .e.n; i// r v p .e.n; ip r // whenever ip r Ä n. This proves (iii). We now apply Lemma 3.7.
Example 3.9. The map of Example 3.5 is binomial. Indeed, consider a prime number p and integers t; n; i; r 1. Suppose that v p .e.n; i // r. Therefore v p .e.n; i// r D t log p n i r t log p n ip r D v p .e.n; ip r //:
Thus condition (iii) holds, and we use again Lemma 3.7.
As before, let X be a fixed set, let R be a unital commutative ring, and let F D F X be the free group on basis X . For a multiplicatively descending map e, we consider the ideals 
Proof. We denote the ideal
For m D 1 this is trivial. Assume that the induction hypothesis holds for some m with 1 Ä m Ä n 1. We note that
As 
Proof. By Lemma 4.1,
Let e be a binomial multiplicatively descending map. Then
Moreover, when R D Z, these are equalities.
Proof. The right inclusion follows from (2.1).
For the left inclusion, let 1 Ä i Ä n and let g 2 . It remains to recall that
Finally, we prove that when R D Z, the set
.F .i;0/ / e.n;i/ is empty. Indeed, assume that ¤ ;. Since e.n; n/ D 1 we have \ F .n;0/ D ;. Therefore for every g 2 there is an integer m.g/ such that 1 Ä m.g/ < n and g 2 F .m.g/;0/ n F .m.g/C1;0/ . We may choose g 2 with m WD m.g/ maximal. The definition of implies that Z .g/ 2 1 C d .e;n/ Z , and g 2 F .m;0/ implies that .F .i;0/ / e.n;i/ :
Therefore gh e.n;m/ 2 , contrary to the maximality of m. Example 4.5. Let R D Z, let a be a non-negative integer, let e.n; i / D a n i as in Example 3.4, and recall that it is binomial (Example 3.8). We obtain from Theorem 4.3 that
The sequence Q n i D1 .F .i;0/ / a n i , n D 1; 2; : : : ; is a generalization of the descending p-lower sequence of F (when one takes a D p). In this sense, Theorem 4.3 for this choice of e generalizes the results of Skopin and Koch ([13, 27] , [14, Theorem 7.14]) discussed in the Introduction (the latter result is however in a pro-p context).
Example 4.6. Let R D Z, and take a prime number p and an integer t 1. Consider the multiplicatively descending map e of Example 3.5, and recall that it is Filtrations of free groups 417 binomial (Example 3.9). We obtain from Theorem 4.3 that
As we will later show in Section 8, for t D 1 the product Q n i D1 .F .i;0/ / p dlog p n i e is the nth term F .n;p/ of the p-Zassenhaus filtration of F .
Remark 4.7. The proof of Theorem 4.3 does not use condition (ii) of Definition 3.1. However, given a map eW ¹.n; i/ j 1 Ä i Ä nº ! Z 0 satisfying only e.n; n/ D 1, we may define a map e 0 by e 0 .n; i / D gcd 1Äj Äi e.n; j /. Then e 0 is a multiplicatively descending map. Clearly, e.n; i/ 2 e 0 .n; i /Z for every i Ä n. Furthermore, e 0 .n; i / is a linear combination of e.n; 1/; : : : ; e.n; i/ with integral coefficients. Therefore 
Intersections of kernels
Let R be again a unital commutative ring and n 2 an integer. Let U n .R/ be the group of n n upper-triangular unipotent matrices over R. For an integer t 0 let T n;t .R/ be the set of n n matrices .a ij / over R with a ij D 0 for every 1 Ä i; j Ä n such that j i < t. Thus T n;t .R/ D ¹0º for n Ä t . We view T n;0 .R/ as an R-algebra, filtered by the powers of the ideal T n;1 .R/. Note that T n;t .R/T n;t 0 .R/ Â T n;tCt 0 .R/, and in particular T n;1 .R/ n D ¹0º. We write I n for the identity matrix of order n n.
As before, let F D F X be the free group on a set X. Let 'W F ! U n .R/ be a group homomorphism. We filter RhhX ii by the powers of d R . Its universal property then gives rise to a unique R-algebra homomorphism For 1 Ä i < j Ä n let ' ij W F ! R be the composition of ' with the projection on the .i; j /-entry of U n .R/.
Also let X be the free monoid on X, i.e., the set of finite words in the alphabet X . We denote the length of a word w 2 X by jwj. Given g 2 F we write
where R;w is the coefficient of the Magnus homomorphism R W F ! RhhX ii at w (see Section 2). The fact that R is a group homomorphism implies, as in [7, Lemma 7.5], the following lemma: Finally, take g in the right intersection. Every word u 2 X of length k, with 1 Ä k Ä n 1, can be extended to a word w 2 X of length n 1 with prefix u. Then R;u .g/ D .' R;w .g// 1;kC1 D 0. We conclude that g 2
We can now add to Theorem 4.3 the following characterization of the subgroup / is the nth term F .n;0/ of the lower central series of F (see (2.3)). Then (5.1) is essentially due to Grün [11] (see also [25] ; note that Grün works with lower-triangular unipotent matrices).
Example 5.5. Let a be a non-negative integer and consider the multiplicatively descending map e.n; i/ D a n i (Example 3.4). We obtain that Example 5.6. Let R D Z, let t be a positive integer, and let p be a prime number. Consider the multiplicatively descending map e.n; i/ D p tj.n;i/ of Example 3.5, where j.n; i/ D dlog p . n i /e. Then the subgroup A profinite version of (5.2) was proved in [7, Theorem A] as a special case of a more general result on Massey products in profinite cohomology. More direct alternative proofs were later given in [6, Example 6.4] (also in the discrete setting) and [20, Theorem 2.7] .
We conclude this section with some terminology and facts that will be needed in Section 9. Let Z n .R/ be the subgroup of U n .R/ consisting of all unipotent matrices which are zero except for the main diagonal and (possibly) entry .1; n/. It lies in the center of U n .R/, so we may define
We may view the elements of N U n .R/ as upper-triangular unipotent n n-matrices without the .1; n/-entry.
Given a word w D . Ker. N ' w /:
Proof. For x 1 ; x 2 ; : : : ; x n 1 ; x n 2 X one has inclusions Ker.' .x 1 x n 1 / / Ã Ker. N ' .x 1 x n / / D Ker.' .x 1 x n 1 / / \ Ker.' .x 2 x n / /:
Ker. N ' w /:
Now apply Proposition 5.2.
It follows from Proposition 5.8 that, for every w 2 X of length n 1, the restriction of ' w to
We therefore obtain:
Corollary 5.9. The map 1 R .1 C d n R / ! R, g 7 ! ' w .g/ 1;nC1 , is a group homomorphism.
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Inductive definitions of filtrations
We now turn to study inductive definitions of the general filtrations discussed in Section 4, similarly to what we had for the lower p-central series and p-Zassenhaus filtrations. First we develop in the current section a general machinery for such inductive constructions. In Section 7 and Section 8 we apply it to obtain the above known examples, and extend them to new cases.
Suppose that T Â Z 2 1 , and let f W Z 2 ! Z 0 , gW Z 2 ! Z 1 be maps such that g.n/ < n for every n 2. For a group G we define inductively subgroups G .n/ , n D 1; 2; : : : ; by
The subgroups G .n/ are characteristic, whence normal in G. Note that the sequence G .n/ , n D 1; 2; : : : ; need not be decreasing. Let e.n; i/ be a multiplicatively descending map, and assume that:
(1) For every .s; t / 2 T , 1 Ä i Ä s and 1 Ä j Ä t one has e.s; i /e.t; j / 2 e.s C t; i C j /Z:
(2) For every n 2 and 1 Ä j 1 ; : : : ; j l Ä g.n/ such that 1 Ä l Ä f .n/ and j 1 C C j l Ä n one has f .n/ l ! e.g.n/; j 1 / e.g.n/; j l / 2 e.n; j 1 C C j l /Z: (see Remark 6.1). As 1 C˛; 1 Cˇ2 ZhhXii (Lemma 2.1), we obtain that and by convention, e.n; n/ D 1. In this section we give an inductive definition for the subgroups Q n i D1 .G .i;0/ / e.n;i/ of a group G. Namely, we show that they coincide with the A-filtration G .n;A/ , n D 1; 2; : : : ; of G (Theorem 7.4). Recall that we defined G .1;A/ D G, and G .n;A/ D .G .n 1;A/ / a n 1 OEG .n 1;A/ ; G;
Filtrations of free groups 423 for every n > 1. For this we use the general framework of Section 6 with f .n/ D a n 1 ; g.n/ D n 1; T D Z 1 ¹1º: Conditions (1) and (2) of Section 6 hold in this setup.
Proof. For condition (1) observe that e.s; i/e.1; 1/ D e.s; i / 2 e.s C 1; i C 1/Z for every 1 Ä i Ä s. For condition (2), take integers 1 Ä j 1 ; : : : ; j l Ä n 1 with 1 Ä l Ä a n 1 and j 1 C C j l Ä n. We need to show that a n 1 l ! e.n 1; j 1 / e.n 1; j l / 2 e.n; j 1 C C j l /Z:
When l D 1, we have in fact e.n 1; j 1 / 2 e.n; j 1 /Z. When 2 Ä l Ä a n 1 , we have j 1 C 1 Ä j 1 C C j l , so e.n 1; j 1 / e.n 1; j l / 2 e.n 1; j 1 /Z Â e.n; j 1 C1/Z Â e.n; j 1 C Cj l /Z;
as desired.
Next we recall some basic facts about commutators of subgroups. Proof. (a) For h 2 H and g 2 G we have OEh a ; g D h a .g 1 hg/ a D h a .hOEh; g/ a Á OEh; g a .mod OEOEH; G; G/:
(b) Since both subgroups contain the normal subgroup OEOEH; G; G, we prove the equality modulo OEOEH; G; G. By (a),
Also, for h 2 H and k 2 OEH; G we have OEh a k; g D k 1 OEh a ; gkOEk; g 2 k 1 OEH a ; GkOEOEH; G; G D OEH a ; GOEOEH; G; G;
since OEH a ; G is normal in G. Hence OEH a OEH; G; G Á OEH a ; G .mod OEOEH; G; G/:
Therefore the left-hand side of (b) is H ab OEH b ; GOEH a ; GOEOEH; G; G. By symmetry, this is also the right-hand side of (b).
Lemma 7.3. Let 2 S n 1 be a permutation, and let A be the sequence obtained from A by applying to the first n 1 elements. Then G .n;A/ D G .n;A / .
Proof. Every permutation is a composition of transpositions, so we can assume that transposes k 1 and k, where 2 Ä k < n. We apply Lemma 7.2 (b) with H D G .k 1;A/ D G .k 1;A / , a D a k 1 , and b D a k , to obtain that
Hence also G .n;A/ D G .n;A / .
We now obtain the main result of this section:
Theorem 7.4. Let A D .a i / 1 i D1 be a sequence of non-negative integers and let G be a group. Let e.n; i/ be as in Example 3.3. Then for every n 1 we have
.G .i;0/ / e.n;i/ :
Proof. Let J be a subset of ¹1; 2; : : : ; n 1º of size n i . There exists 2 S n 1 such that J D ¹ .i/; : : : ; .n 1/º. Let A be again the sequence obtained from A by applying to the first n 1 elements. By the definition of the filtrations, for every 1 Ä i Ä n we have G .i;0/ Â G .i;A / . Therefore .G .i;0/ / Q j 2J a j Â G .n;A / , and by Lemma 7.3, G .n;A / D G .n;A/ . Further, e.n; i / is a linear combination of the products Q j 2T a j with integral coefficients. We conclude that .G .i;0/ / e.n;i/ Â G .n;A/ ; whence Q n i D1 .G .i;0/ / e.n;i/ Â G .n;A/ . For the opposite inclusion let F D F X be a free group on X . By Lemma 7.1 and Theorem 6.2, F .n;A/ Â .F .i;0/ / e.n;i/ ; so F .n;A/ Â Q n i D1 .F .i;0/ / e.n;i/ . Since every group is an epimorphic image of a free group, this completes the proof.
In particular, for a non-negative integer a, we define the a-lower central series G .n;a/ , n D 1; 2; : : : ; of G by G .1;a/ D G; G .n;a/ D .G .n 1;a/ / a OEG .n 1;a/ ; G for n 2. Note that when a D 0 (resp., a D p is prime) this is just the lower central (resp., p-central) series, and therefore there is no conflict of notation. We obtain:
Corollary 7.5. For every integer n 1 we have G .n;a/ D Q n i D1 .G .i;0/ / a n i . When a D q is a prime power, this is contained in [23, Proposition 3.8.6 ].
The q-Zassenhaus filtration
In this section, let p be a prime number, t a positive integer, and q D p t a p-power. Let e.n; i/ be the multiplicatively descending map of Example 3.5. Thus for integers 1 Ä i Ä n we set j.n; i/ D log p Â n i Ã and e.n; i / D q j.n;i/ :
We give an inductive construction of the subgroups Q n i D1 .G .i;0/ / e.n;i/ of a group G in this case. More specifically, we show that they coincide with the q-Zassenhaus filtration G .n;q/ , n D 1; 2; : : : ; defined inductively by
OEG .s;q/ ; G .t;q/ : Lemma 8.1. One has G .n 1;q/ G .n;q/ for every n 2.
Proof. We may assume inductively that G D G .1;q/ G .n 1;q/ . We show that all the factors in the definition of G .n;q/ are contained in G .n 1;q/ .
We first note that d.n 1/=pe Ä dn=pe Ä n 1. By the induction hypothesis, G .d.n 1/=pe;q/ G .dn=pe;q/ , whence and similarly when t 2. Finally, when s D t D 1 and n D 2 the latter inclusion is trivial.
We consider the general framework of Section 6 with f .n/ D q; g.n/ D n p ; T D Z 2 1 :
Conditions (1) and (2) of Section 6 hold in this setup.
Proof. For (1), take integers 1 Ä i Ä s and 1 Ä j Ä t . As st=ij .sCt/=.i Cj /, we have
whence e.s; i/e.t; j / 2 e.s C t; i C j /Z. For (2), let 1 Ä j 1 ; : : : ; j l Ä g.n/, where 1 Ä l Ä q and j 1 C C j l Ä n. When p Ä l, we have lg.n/ n, so (1) implies that e.g.n/; j 1 / e.g.n/; j l / 2 e.lg.n/; j 1 C C j l /Z Â e.n; j 1 C C j l /Z: When 1 Ä l < p, the equality1 l 1 D l q l shows that q divides q l . Further, n=.j 1 C C j l / Ä n=j 1 Ä pg.n/=j 1 , so
Therefore qe.g.n/; j 1 / e.g.n/; j l / 2 e.n; j 1 C C j l /Z, and we get (2) in this case as well.
We now prove the main result of this section. It extends Lazard's result (see [17, p. 209, (3.14.5) ], [4, Theorem 11.2] ) mentioned in the Introduction, which is the case t D 1, q D p of our theorem. Note that our method of proof is different from Lazard's. Proof. For every integer 1 Ä i Ä n we have by definition G .i;0/ Â G .i;q/ and .G .i;q/ / q Â G .ip;q/ . For j D j.n; i/ we have ip j n. Using these observations 
This shows that Q n i D1 .G .i;0/ / e.n;i/ Â G .n;q/ . For the opposite inclusion we may assume that G D F X is a free group. By Lemma 8.2 and Theorem 6.2,
and by Example 4.6, the latter group is Q n i D1 .F .i;0/ / e.n;i/ .
Massey products
We use the machinery of Section 5 to investigate the cohomology of the quotients F= 1 R .1Cd n R / for a free group F . We show that the quotients of consecutive subgroups 1 R .1Cd n R / are dual to a certain subgroup of H 2 .F= 1 R .1Cd n R /; R/ generated by n-fold Massey products (Theorem 9.2). The discussion is partly inspired by [7] .
Throughout this section R will be either the ring Z=m, with m a positive integer, or R D Z. Let G be a group acting from the left on R, considered as an abelian group. We write C i .G; R/ for the group of (inhomogeneous) i-cochains on G with values in R and @W C i .G; R/ ! C i C1 .G; R/ for the differential. Let H i .G; R/ be the i th cohomology group. We refer, e.g., to [30, Chapter 6] for the basic notions in group cohomology. Let F D F X be as before the free group on basis X. We let it act trivially on R. One has H 2 .F; R/ D 0 (see [30, Corollary 6.2.7] ). Let N be a normal subgroup of F contained in OEF; F . Then every homomorphism F ! R factors via F=N , i.e., the inflation map H 1 .F=N; R/ ! H 1 .F; R/ is surjective. The 5-term sequence in group cohomology [30, 6.8.3 ] therefore shows that the transgression map trgW H 1 .N; R/ F ! H 2 .F=N; R/ (which is the d 0;1 2 -differential in the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence) is an isomorphism. We may therefore define a bilinear map . ; / 0 W N H 2 .F=N; R/ ! R; .g;˛/ 0 D .trg 1 .˛//.g/:
It has a trivial right kernel (see [9, (3. 3)]). Next we recall a few notions and facts about Massey products in group cohomology; see e.g. [5, 10, 15] for more details. Let n 2. An array in C 1 .G; R/ is called a defining system if
for every i; j as above. In particular, @c i;i C1 D 0 for every 1 Ä i Ä n. One can show that P n kD2 c 1k [c k;nC1 is a 2-cocycle (see [10, p. 233] , [15, p. 432] ; note that various sources have different sign conventions). Its cohomology class Val.M / in H 2 .G; R/ is the value of the defining system M . Given 1 ; : : : ; n 2 H 1 .G; R/, the n-fold Massey product h 1 ; : : : ; n i is the subset of H 2 .G; R/ consisting of all values of defining systems M as above such that c i;iC1 is a representative of i , i D 1; 2; : : : ; n. For example, when n D 2, the 2-fold Massey product h 1 ; 2 i consists only of the cup product 1 It gives rise as above to a defining system M D . N c ij / in C 1 .F=F .n;R/ ; R/. We set w D Val.M /. Thus w 2 hOE N c 12 ; : : : ; OE N c n;nC1 i Â H 2 .F=F .n;R/ ; R/, where OE N c ij denote the cohomology class of c ij in H 1 .F=F .n;R/ ; R/. For 1 Ä i < j Ä n C 1 let c ij 2 C 1 .F; R/ be the projection of ' w on the .i; j /-entry. Lemma 9.1. One has w D trgOEc 1;nC1 j F .n;R/ .
Proof. Since ' w is a group homomorphism, for every g 1 ; g 2 2 F we have c 1;nC1 .g 1 g 2 / D nC1 X kD1 c 1k .g 1 /c k;nC1 .g 2 /;
Filtrations of free groups 429 whence .@c 1;nC1 /.g 1 ; g 2 / D n X kD2 c 1k .g 1 /c k;nC1 .g 2 / D n X kD2 N c 1k .g 1 F .n;R/ / N c k;nC1 .g 2 F .n;R/ /:
The explicit definition of the transgression map, as in [23, Proposition 1.6.5], therefore implies that w D OE P n kD2 N c 1k [ N c k;nC1 D trgOEc 1;nC1 j F .n;R/ .
We now define a homomorphism This diagram commutes, namely for g 2 F .n;R/ and for .r w / w 2 L w2X ; jwjDn R one has, by Lemma 9.1, .g; ‰ .n;R/ ..r w / w // 0 D g; X w r w w Á 0 D X w r w .g; trgOEc 1;nC1 j F .n;R/ / 0 D X w r w c 1;nC1 .g/ D X w r w ' w .g/ 1;nC1 D . N g; .r w / w / 00 :
We denote H 2 .F=F .n;R/ ; R/ n-Massey D Im.‰ .n;R/ /: Theorem 9.2. For every integer n 2 there is a canonical non-degenerate bilinear map F .n;R/ =F .nC1;R/ H 2 .F=F .n;R/ ; R/ n-Massey ! R:
Proof. This follows formally from the commutativity of diagram (9.3), and the triviality of the left-(resp., right-)kernel of the upper (resp., lower) bilinear map (see [7, Lemma 2.2] ).
Example 9.3. Take R D Z. We recall that, by Magnus' theorem, F .n;Z/ is the nth term F .n;0/ in the lower central sequence. Theorem 9.2 therefore gives a canonical non-degenerate bilinear map F .n;0/ =F .nC1;0/ H 2 .F=F .n;0/ ; Z/ n-Massey ! Z: where is the Möbius function, and with the convention l 1 .n/ D 1. We deduce:
Corollary 9.4. For n 2, the Z-module H 2 .F=F .n;0/ ; Z/ n-Massey is free of rank l jX j .n/.
For n D 2 the quotient N F D F=F .2;0/ is the free abelian group on basis X. Then Corollary 9.4 recovers the well-known fact that the image of the cup product map H 2 . N F ; Z/˝Z H 2 . N F ; Z/ ! H 2 . N F ; Z/ is a free Z-module of rank l jXj .2/ D jX j 2 (1 if X is infinite). Indeed, the 2-fold Massey product is the cup product, and the cohomology ring H . N F ; Z/ is the exterior algebra over H 1 . N F ; Z/ Š˚X Z.
Example 9.5. Let R D F p with p prime. Recall that F .n;F p / D 1 F p .1 C d n F p / is the nth term F .n;p/ in the p-Zassenhaus filtration of F (see (I) p of the Introduction). We obtain for n 2 a non-degenerate bilinear map F .n;p/ =F .nC1;p/ H 2 .F=F .n;p/ ; F p / n-Massey ! F p :
A profinite variant of this result was proved in [7, Theorem B] .
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